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UV FULL-COLOR DIGITAL PRINTNG 

What is UV Full-Color Digital Printing? 

UV (ultra violet light)  printing is a unique method of printing on cups, 

tumblers, and bottles. The UV ink does not contain any solvents like tradi-

tional inks. These solvents can evaporate and be harmful to the environ-

ment.  The UV printer shoots ink on to the material in a similar fashion to 

the ink jet printer that may be in your office. The printer utilizes a high 

intensity ultra violet light to instantly cure the ink.   

There are many benefits to UV Full Color Digital Printing 

Speed: The UV printer produces consistent prints at a very fast pace. Per-

mits full color printing at the same speed as single color printing.   

Artwork: The artwork does not have to be set for color separation. Allows 

for an efficient process from order to production. 

Flexibility: UV printing is a fully digital process and enables personaliza-

tion (individual names) or serial numbers (increment by one) without the 

need to make plates or software changes during the production run. 

Imprint Area: UV printing offers a much larger printing area than tradi-

tional pad printing. UV printing can print a wrap around the cup in about 

the same time it would take to produce a single logo. 

Durable: UV ink is very resistant to scratching, harsh conditions and sun 

exposure than its traditional printing counterparts. Customers love that 

the promotional print doesn’t look tired or worn after a few weeks 

Vibrant Colors: UV inks do not absorb in to the material  like solvent 

based inks. The inks are sitting on top of the material giving it a more 

vibrant look.  

Cost Effective: Due to the speed of printing, no drying time, and low cost 

LED UV lights. The cost to produce print can be less expensive and the 

savings passed on to the consumer. 

Versatile: UV printing can be done on most materials. 

High Print Qualities: UV printers can produce print quality resolution up 

to 900 x 1200 dpi. The highest in the industry. This resolution can pro-

duce photo-like quality prints. 

Custom Engraving Studio is very excited to announce we now offer full-color digital printing on 

cups, tumblers, and bottles.  

***New products continue to be added to our huge selection of UV printable name brand drinkware. Call or e-mail us to learn more.*** 
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Brumate Hopsulator Slim    Item # BRU12SLIM 

Brumate Hopsulator Trio   Item # BRUTRIO 

Brumate Hopsulator Duo Item # BRUDUO 

Brumate Hopsulator Bottle    Item # BRUBOT12 

Hard seltzers are in, and our Hopsulator Slim fuels your adventures 

by keeping your favorite 12oz slim cans icy cold until the very last 

drop. Our BevGuard™ technology guarantees your drinks stay ice-

cold and refreshing, without the metallic aftertaste other stainless 

steel products often have. So sip back and relax, because drinks are 

better with BrüMate.  

Hate warm beer? We do too. That's why we created the Hopsulator 

TRíO, the most versatile can-cooler in the world. It fits all your fa-

vorite 16oz craft cans, comes with a freezable adapter for 12oz 

cans, and with one quick switch turns into a 16oz pint glass. There's 

a reason we patented it.   

The most functional drinking accessory on the planet. Our patented 

2-in-1 DUO fits 12oz cans, 12oz Coors cans, and can be used as a 

tumbler. Features our push-lock technology for easy insertion and 

removal of your favorite beverages. 20x colder than a standard neo-

prene sleeve.   

Drink better with the Hopsulator BOTT'L - guaranteed to keep all of 

your favorite 12oz bottled beers at the perfect temperature. It's a 

scientific fact that beer just tastes better from a glass bottle. But, 

those last sips can be a deal breaker. Introducing triple-insulated 

stainless-steel to keep your cold.   
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Brumate 22 oz NAV Tumbler Item # BRUNAV22 

Brumate 16 oz Toddy Coffee  Cup Item # BRUTD16 

Brumate 20 oz Imperial Pint    Item # BRUPT20 

Brumate 12 oz Champagne Flute  Item # BRUCMP12 

Your new cup holder friendly, 100% leakproof, 22oz tumbler for your 

favorite drinks on the go. Fully insulated and portable to keep hot, 

cold, and carbonated drinks the perfect temperature at home or on 

the go. 

The BruMate Toddy is the world's first 100% leak-proof, insulated 

mug with a handle designed for your favorite hot drinks at home or 

on-the-go. Includes new DrinkLock™ Technology with a fully leak 

proof locking lid, so you can take your beverage wherever, whenev-

er. The Toddy is your versatile, go-to mug, from toddies to coffee 

and everything in between.  

Say hello to your new favorite pint glass - the Imperial Pint fits 20oz 

of your favorite beverage & keeps it at the perfect temperature 

from the first sip to the last. Our versatile design allows you to use it 

as a cocktail glass, pint glass, travel tumbler. A multi-tool for your 

favorite beverages. Whatever you're into, it's the last drink contain-

er you'll ever need.  

Hate warm, flat champagne? We do too. Introducing a drink-

through, flip-top lid, and our BevGuard™ technology we were able 

to double the size of a traditional champagne flute while keeping 

your drinks cold and carbonated up to 5x longer. Sip more. Refill 

less.  
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Brumate 10 oz Margtini  Item # BRUMARG 

Brumate Uncork’d 14 oz Wine  Item # BRUWINE14 

Brumate 12 oz Lowball Rocks  Item # BRURK12 

Brumate 22 oz Toddy   Item # BRUTD22 

Our MargTini tumbler combines the best of both worlds keeping 

your favorite cocktails ice-cold while on the go. The best solution 

for preventing dilution and ensuring your mixed drink stays as fresh 

as the moment it was poured. Say 'adios' to melted margaritas. Our 

elegant, two-in-one MargTini tumbler was designed to mimic mar-

garita and martini glasses with a slim rim ensuring maximum sippa-

bility with the durability of double-walled steel.  

Elevate your drinking experience with Uncork'd, our 14oz insulated 

XL wine tumblers. Fits over a half bottle of wine while our 

BevGuard™ technology ensures it stays at the perfect temperature 

until the very last sip. Wasted wine is a thing of the past. Thanks to 

our BevGuard™ technology, you can pour more, refill less, and stay 

in the moment longer.  

Whatever you call it, do it right. We've created the world's most 

perfect tumbler designed specifically to keep your favorite mixed 

drinks ice-cold, so your concoctions are never watered down keep-

ing you on the go without the worry of wasting your drink or 

shattering your glass.  

The BruMate Toddy is the world's first 100% leak-proof, insulated 

mug with a handle designed for your favorite hot drinks at home or 

on-the-go. Includes new DrinkLock™ Technology with a fully leak 

proof locking lid, so you can take your beverage wherever, whenev-

er. The Toddy is your versatile, go-to mug, from toddies to coffee 

and everything in between. Works with cold beverages, too!  
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Corkcicle Ice Bucket Item # CCICLE-IB 

Corkcicle 24 oz Tumbler  Item # CCICLET24 Corkcicle 16 oz Coffee Mug  Item # CCICLEMUG 

Perfect for parties. Ice Bucket is the ice storage device that's sleek, 

stainless and super insulated to keep beverages/ice cold for up to 48 

hours. Slip in your favorite bottle of wine or pile it high with ice for 

serving. Designed with our signature flat sides, non-slip bottom and 

triple-walled insulation. 

Make every day refreshing with our Classic Tumbler, aka the coolest 

cup ever. Crafted from stainless steel with proprietary triple insula-

tion, it keeps contents cold and refreshing for 9+ hours and hot for 

3. Stays cold even longer with drinks containing ice. Plus, it comes 

with a sliding, shatterproof, see-through Lid.   

Coffee, smoothies, cocktails. Whatever your drink of choice, amp it 

up a notch with Dragonfly Tumbler. Available in two dashingly cool, 

jewel-toned hues that shift color under different light. Plus, with a 

buttery smooth finish and signature flat sides, it's a true treat to 

hold.  

Keep your morning moment or afternoon pick-me-up warm for 

hours with the Corkcicle Mug. Whether you prefer a coffee, cocoa 

or chamomile tea, it ensures that your favorite hot beverage stays 

toasty for up to three hours. Coffee mug is 16oz (457ml), insulated, 

has a non-slip bottom, and is made from stainless steel.  

Corkcicle 16 oz Tumbler  Item # CCICLET16 
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Corkcicle 12 oz Stemless Wine   Item # CCICLEW12 

Corkcicle Arctican Slim  Item # CCICLESLIM Corkcicle 16 oz Classic Canteen Item # CCICLEB16 

How about a little shine with that wine? Enjoy your favorite reds, 

whites, rosés and blends with Metallic Stemless - the sleek, polished 

solution for a stylish happy hour. It keeps drinks cold for up to 9 

hours or hot for up to 3, and includes a sliding, spill-resistant lid for 

easy sipping on the go.  

Make every day refreshing with our Classic Tumbler, aka the coolest 

cup ever. Crafted from stainless steel with proprietary triple insula-

tion, it keeps contents cold and refreshing for 9+ hours and hot for 

3. Stays cold even longer with drinks containing ice. Plus, it comes 

with a sliding, shatterproof, see-through Lid.   

Never lose your cool. This is the last can cooler you will ever need. 

Arctican keeps cold cans cold for up to 3 hours. Simply freeze the 

cooling core base, twist it on, drop in a cold beverage and enjoy ice 

cold drinks for up to three hours.   

The modern water bottle reimagined as a fashion accessory. Corkci-

cle canteen is offered in an array of sizes. Plus, it keeps drinks ice 

cold or piping hot all day long, even in the sun. Perfect for sharing 

sangria, margaritas and more. Slip-proof, silicone bottom. Easy-grip 

Corkcicle 12 oz Arctican  Item # CCICLECAN 
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Corkcicle 25 oz Classic Canteen  Item # CCICLEB25 

Corkcicle 20 oz Sport Bottle  Item # CCICLESB20 17 oz Commuter Cup Item # CCICLEC17 

Add a pop of color to your look. The modern water bottle reimag-

ined as a fashion accessory, Canteen is offered in an array of sizes 

and trend-inspired colors. Plus, it keeps drinks ice cold or piping hot 

all day long, even in the sun. Available in four sizes including 25oz, 

which holds an entire bottle of wine, and our larger-than-life 60oz — 

and more. Slip-proof, silicone bottom. Easy-grip sides. Screw-on cap.  

Make every day refreshing with our Classic Tumbler, aka the coolest 

cup ever. Crafted from stainless steel with proprietary triple insula-

tion, it keeps contents cold and refreshing for 9+ hours and hot for 

3. Stays cold even longer with drinks containing ice. Plus, it comes 

with a sliding, shatterproof, see-through Lid.   

The original, colorfully cool Corkcicle Canteen. This modern water 

bottle is available in an array of sizes and trend-inspired colors. Plus, 

it keeps drinks ice cold for 25 hours or warm for 12. Available in 

four sizes including 25oz, which holds an entire bottle of wine, and 

our larger-than-life 60oz — perfect for sharing sangria, margaritas 

Elevate every AM train ride, weekend trail trek, and moving mo-

ment with all-new spill-proof Commuter Cup. Designed with a spill-

proof 360° Sip Lid, it's perfect for the modern traveler, the city 

dweller, or anyone who needs a quick sip. Available in 9oz and 17oz 

sizes. 18 hours cold, 5 hours hot.   

Corkcicle 60 oz Classic Canteen  Item # CCICLEB60 
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Corkcicle 7 oz Champagne Flute Item # CCICLE-C7 

Corkcicle Cigar Glass  Item # CCICLECG 

Corkcicle Wine Chiller  Item # CCICLEWC 

Lose the stem. Keep the cool. Our Classic Stemless line was made 

with wine in mind, but can be used for drinks of every kind. Stem-

less Flute holds 7oz your favorite beverage. Lid not included with 

Flute.  

A smoke of genius. Part rocks glass, part cigar rest, Cigar Glass lets 

you hold your drink and cigar in the same hand at the same time 

without all the awkward finger fumbling. So you're free to sip and 

puff at your leisure. Holds 9oz. of liquid and various cigar sizes.   

Hello whiskey. Goodbye watered-down. Take the edge off with 

Whiskey Wedge, the artful way to perfectly chill, but not water 

down your favorite spirits. It's perfect for sipping whiskey, bourbon, 

tequila or scotch. During freezing, the ice forms a wedge shape on 

one side of the glass. When you pour a drink, this wedge melts slow-

ly to help retain your drink's full favor. 

The all-in-one solution for perfect wine every time.    Perfectly chills 

your wines to the ideal temperature each and every time. Just store 

in your freezer for 90 minutes and insert into your favorite bottle of 

room-temp red or chilled white. Convenient pour-through feature 

enables you to serve wine easily and elegantly.  Simply pour out a 

glass as you normally would, and enjoy the pleasures of all other 

Corkcicle Air benefits.  

Corkcicle Whiskey Wedge   Item # CCICLEWW 
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Corkcicle 12oz Glass Mug set of 2  Item # CCICLEMG12 

Corkcicle 16oz Pint Glass set of 2 Item # CCICLEPG16 Corkcicle Stemless Flute set of 2  Item # CCICLEFG7 

Your perfect morning is only a Glass Mug Set away. Elevate every sip 

of espresso, latte, chai or earl grey with a refreshing, modern take on 

your favorite mug. This set includes two, 12oz borosilicate glass 

Coffee Mugs that are perfect for sharing, collecting or gifting to a 

friend. Each Mug has a sleek, double-walled design that keeps your 

hot beverages warmer for longer than standard glass.  

Toss back a cold one (or two) with our double-walled Pint Glass Set. 

Designed to hold 16oz (465mL) of your favorite lager, stout, pilsner or 

IPA, it's truly a beer lover's dream gift. We've crafted each glass with a 

lightweight yet durable glass that's hot and cold ready, helping to re-

tain your drink's temperature longer and prevent condensation in the 

process. Simply pour, sip, and enjoy.  

Enjoy your favorite spirits anytime in our 12oz double-walled Rocks 

Glass Set. Crafted with lightweight yet durable glass that's hot and 

cold ready, it makes the perfect addition to your at-home bar or a 

gift-ready surprise for a friend. Our modern, double-walled design 

retains your drink's temperature longer and prevents condensation. 

So sip back, relax and enjoy.  

Cheers to life's happy moments in style. This double-walled stemless 

set makes the perfect gift for the bride, new homeowner or holiday 

host. Crafted with lightweight yet durable glass, it's great for every-

thing from prosecco to Cava to your favorite dry brut. No condensa-

tion. No warm sips. Just superb, sparkling sips. Celebrations have 

never looked so chic.  

Corkcicle 12oz Glass Mug set of 2 Item # CCICLERG12 
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Ecovessel 16 oz Metro   Item # EVM16 

Ecovessel 16 oz Transit  Item #EVT16 Ecovessel 10 oz Port  Item # EVPT10 

The Metro vacuum insulated stainless steel tumbler mug features 

our signature TriMax® Triple Insulation that will keep your drinks 

cold for 24 hours and hot up to 6 hours. Its distinctive styling and 

multi-position open/close lid make it the perfect travel mug for fill-

ing up at your coffee or smoothie shop. The Metro insulated travel 

mug is made of 18/8 food-grade stainless steel. 

Whether sitting around the campfire, cozying up on your couch, or 

tailgating at your local stadium, it will keep your coffee steaming 

hot and your cocktails icy cold. The TRANSIT reusable camp mug 

features our signature TriMax® Triple Insulation.   

The classic mug you know and love is reimagined with the TRANSIT 

insulated stainless steel camping mug, featuring modern lines and 

sleek design with unmatched temperature retention. The TRANSIT 

makes the perfect beer mug, coffee mug, or cocktail mug!  

Take your favorite wine, whiskey, or cocktail on the go with the 

PORT stainless steel wine tumbler and whiskey tumbler. Sleek and 

sophisticated, the PORT stainless steel tumbler features a stylized 3-

dimensional design element and will feel as good in your hand as it 

looks on your table.  This stemless wine tumbler features our signa-

ture TriMax® Triple Insulation and will maintain the temperature of 

any drink for hours  

Ecovessel 12 oz Transit   Item # EVT12 

®
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Ecovessel 16 oz Aspen Water Bottle  Item # EVA16 

Ecovessel 16 oz Perk Bottle Item # EVP16 Ecovessel 24 oz Summit Water Bottle  Item # EVS24 

Classy, sleek, and thoughtfully designed, the ASPEN insulated water 

bottle offers a cool look with practical features that you'll appreciate 

the more you use it. It features our signature TriMax® Triple Insula-

tion and will keep your drinks cold for up to 80 hours and hot for up 

to 16 hours. Our Reflecta™ lid is insulated and lined with stainless 

steel, enhancing temperature retention. 

The 16 oz PERK insulated travel mug is the perfect portable container 

for hot and cold brew tea or iced and loose leaf tea, since a conven-

ient strainer is included. It features our signature TriMax® Triple Insu-

lation and keeps drinks cold up to 36 hours and hot up to 8 hours. The 

PERK tea and coffee mug is designed for one-handed use, with a push 

button that opens the top. 

The BOULDER vacuum insulated water bottle is our flagship bottle 

that will keep your drinks hot or cold all day long. Made from premi-

um 18/8 stainless steel, it features our signature TriMax® triple in-

sulation and keeps drinks cold up to 60 hours and hot up to 12 

hours. The Reflecta™ lid is insulated and lined with stainless steel, 

enhancing temperature retention. 

Stay hydrated with one-handed tilt free drinking. The SUMMIT straw 

water bottle is your perfect insulated straw water bottle for any ac-

tivity on the go, designed with comfortable and convenient features. 

Its ergonomic shape makes it easy to grip whether you're on the 

trails, practicing yoga or cruising around town.   

Ecovessel 20 oz Boulder Water Bottle  Item # EVB20 

®
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Frost Buddy Universal 2.0 Can Cooler  Item # FBUD2 

Frost Buddy Universal Wine Cooler Item #FBUDWINE Frost Buddy 24 oz Sports Buddy  Item # FBUD24B 

We took the internet's hottest can cooler and made it better!! For all 

of your favorite 12OZ CANS, SLIM CANS, BOTTLES, AND 16OZ CANS 

& BOTTLES! Bring your new Universal Buddy anywhere and you'll 

have all of your drinks covered and cold til the last drop! Whether 

you're camping, grilling out, on the beach, or relaxing for the night, 

it's better with a buddy!   

World's First Universal Wine Cooler The Mug Buddy is the perfect 

travel buddy for hot and cold drinks. With it's comfortable easy-grip 

handle and 24oz capacity, you will fall in love with this buddy.  

The Mug Buddy is the perfect travel buddy for hot and cold drinks. 

With it's comfortable easy-grip handle and 24oz capacity, you will 

fall in love with this buddy. For all of your indoor and outdoor ad-

ventures, bring along your new favorite mug! Did we mention it 

won't spill and it fits in cup holders.  

We were tired of seeing brands sell people 24oz bottles, but make 

them pay even more to attach all the accessories that make the 

bottle amazing. So we created an all in one bottle for you. A custom 

paracord is included so this is the only purchase you need to make 

for your water bottle. Add in the straw lid and it’s a home run.  

Frost Buddy 24 oz Mug   Item # FBUDMUG 

®
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32 oz Nomad Tumbler Item # HPNMD32 

40 oz Roadster Tumbler  Item # HPROAD40 25 oz Traveler Tumbler Item # HPTRAVELER25 

It's a cup! It's a bottle! Wait! Its both. Features a glossy, light-

catching opalescent finish that's out of this world. Enjoy your favor-

ite cold or hot beverage anytime, anywhere. Double Wall, Vacuum 

Insulated Premium Powder Coated Finish Food Grade Copper Coat-

ed Insulation Hotter 10x Longer Than Ceramic & Glass Keeps Cold 

Up to 9 Hours and Hot Up to 3 Hours  

It's a cup! It's a bottle! Wait! Its both. Includes lid combining straw 

lid and flip top lid all in one. Features a glossy, light-catching opales-

cent finish that's out of this world. Enjoy your favorite cold or hot 

beverage anytime, anywhere. Double Wall, Vacuum Insulated Pre-

mium Powder Coated Finish Food Grade Copper Coated Insulation  

It's a cup! It's a bottle! Wait! Its both. Features a glossy, light-

catching opalescent finish that's out of this world. Enjoy your favor-

ite cold or hot beverage anytime, anywhere. Double Wall, Vacuum 

Insulated Premium Powder Coated Finish Food Grade Copper Coat-

ed Insulation Hotter 10x Longer Than Ceramic & Glass   

Premium Materials: This Hydrapeak Insulated Tumbler with Straw 

is made of high quality 18/8 food grade stainless steel that makes 

it sturdier, and ensures the cup remains odor-free. This cup will 

keep your drinks COLD for up to 30 hours, and HOT for up to 12 

hours using Hydrapeaks double wall insulation technology. 

40 oz Voyager Tumbler  Item # HPVYGR40 
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14 oz Coffee Mug Item # HPMUG12 

26 oz Sport Straw Water Bottle  Item # HPSTRAW26 

The NEW lightweight 12-ounce coffee mug is perfect for camping, 

tailgating, and picnics. Whether you're sipping coffee, tea, cold 

brew, or enjoying a warm whiskey on a cold night you can enjoy the 

moment anytime anywhere and everywhere with Hydrapeak 14oz 

stainless steel double vacuum Insulated drinking mug. 

Elegant and Practical: These water bottles come with a matching 

color cap and rubber boot which gives them a highly stylish appear-

ance. All-day Insulation: These stainless steel water bottles can 

keep your beverages cold for up to 24 hours or hot for 12, thanks to 

Hydrapeak's double-walled vacuum insulation.  

Elegant and Practical: These water bottles come with a matching 

color cap and rubber boot which gives them a highly stylish ap-

pearance. All-day Insulation: These stainless steel water bottles 

can keep your beverages cold for up to 24 hours or hot for 12, 

thanks to Hydrapeak's double-walled vacuum insulation.  

Elegant and Practical: These water bottles come with a matching 

color cap and rubber boot which gives them a highly stylish ap-

pearance. All-day Insulation: These stainless steel water bottles 

can keep your beverages cold for up to 24 hours or hot for 12, 

thanks to Hydrapeak's double-walled vacuum insulation.  

26 oz Sport Water Bottle    Item # HPSPORT26 

32 oz Sport Straw Water Bottle  Item # HPSTRAW32 
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ORCA 16 oz Chaser Tumbler  Item # ORCA16CC 

ORCA 27 oz Chaser High Gloss  Item # ORCA27HG ORCA 12 oz Vino Wine Tumbler  Item # ORCA12V 

Tired of watered down drinks? Can't get from home to work without 

your coffee getting cold? The ORCA Chaser can fix that. In today's 

world everyone is on the move, and ORCA has built the tumbler to 

help. Whether you are going to work, the ball field, a tailgate, into the 

woods, down to the dock, or to a party, our stainless steel cup will get 

you there.  

Whether you are going to work, the ball field, a tailgate party or 

down to the dock, the ORCA High Gloss Chaser Tumbler will get you 

there with an ice-cold (or piping hot) beverage. The ORCA high gloss 

chaser's new microplated stainless steel color palette lets you carry 

your favorite color, while the double walled, vacuum sealed body 

ensures that your ice will stay frozen. 

On the go? Running to a meeting or running to stay in shape our 

new Chasers will go where you go. Keeping your cold water cold 

and hot coffee hot for hours.   Our signature whale tail now enhanc-

es all of our Chaser line with a flip top lid. Great for just about any 

on the go activity, ours fits nicely into your car cup holder.  

Whether you are going to work, the ball field, a tailgate party or 

down to the dock, the ORCA High Gloss Wine Vino cup will get you 

there. The ORCA High Gloss Vino new microplated stainless steel col-

or palette lets you carry your favorite color, while the double walled, 

vacuum sealed body ensures that your drink of choice stays cool. 

ORCA 27 oz Chaser Tumbler  Item # ORCA27CC 
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ORCA 8 oz Chasertini  Item # ORCCHATINI 

34 oz ORCA Hydra Bottle  Item # ORCA34H 

Who said adults can't have a sippy cup. Welcome the Chasertini. 

Now your last sip of shaken icy goodness will be as chilled as the 

first. Our entire Chasertini line now includes our signature ORCA 

whale tail flip top lid for easier portability. Great for cocktail hour, 

block parties or anywhere in between. Cocktails anyone?   

World's First Universal Wine Cooler The Mug Buddy is the perfect 

travel buddy for hot and cold drinks. With it's comfortable easy-grip 

handle and 24oz capacity, you will fall in love with this buddy.  

On the go? Running to a meeting or running to stay in shape our 

new Hydra bottles will go where you go. Keeping your cold water 

cold and hot coffee hot for hours. Made of 18/8 stainless steel. 

Tough powder coat finish. Seamless inner wall. Easy flow spout. 

ORCA whale tail handle. ORCA grip band. Designed, powder coated 

and decorated in the USA.  

We were tired of seeing brands sell people 24oz bottles, but make 

them pay even more to attach all the accessories that make the 

bottle amazing. So we created an all in one bottle for you. A custom 

paracord is included so this is the only purchase you need to make 

for your water bottle. Add in the straw lid and it’s a home run.  

22 oz ORCA Hydra Bottle  Item # ORCA22H 

66 oz ORCA Hydra Bottle  Item # ORCA66H 
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20 oz Polar Camel Tumbler  Item # CES7200 

10 oz Polar Camel Lowball  Item # CES710LB 16 oz Polar Camel Pint  Item # CES750 

Keeps drinks cold or hot for hours. Double wall stainless steel vacuum 

insulated travel mug with a clear lid. Has a narrower bottom to fit 

most cup holders. It is 2X heat and cold resistant when compared to a 

normal travel mug and is BPA and lead free. 18/8 gauge stainless 

steel  

The Polar Camel 10 oz Lowball tumbler is a great alternative to the 

traditional rock glass. Double wall vacuum insulated for superior 

heat and cold retention. Sweat free design. Anytime & anywhere. 

Camp with it. This tumbler will not retain the taste or smell of any 

liquid. 

Engineered with double wall, vacuum insulated construction to pro-

vide superior heat and cold retention. 24 hours ice and 8 hours hot. 

The powder coated finish delivers rugged durability for the most 

extreme environments.. Laser engraving and full color digital print 

available for  your logo and personalization. 

Double walled insulation provides a sweat proof and condensation 

free cup exterior. You can enjoy every drink  at the perfect tempera-

ture with this travel mug. Convenient to bring to the office, home, 

travel, gym, sports, indoor, and outdoor activities.  

30 oz Polar Camel Tumbler  Item # CES7300 

POLAR CAMEL
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20 oz Polar Camel Mug w/Handle   Item # CES7500 

20 oz Polar Camel with clear lid. Stainless steel travel mug with 

double wall vacuum insulation. Fits most cup holders.  Can be used 

for coffee, tea, chocolate shake, milk, and any other hot or cold 

beverage. Durable and portable. 

Double-wall insulated stainless steel tumbler designed for maxi-

mum temperature retention. Can be used for hot or cold beverag-

es. Bottom of cup is narrow and will fit most cup holders. Coffee? 

Tea? Beer? Juice? This mug can handle it all.  

The silicone grip is removable. The tumbler can be place on top shelf 

n dishwasher. Each stainless steel tumbler features high quality con-

struction that is made to last. Double-wall vacuum insulated holds 

ice up to 24 hours. Comes with clear pressure fit lid. 

Seamlessly constructed and ready for your favorite beverage. These 

popular pilsner tumblers are double-wall vacuum insulated and 

holds heat and cold up to 2 times better than normal tumblers. Nar-

rower at bottom to fit most cup holders. Comes with a clear lid. 

20 oz Polar Camel Silicone Grip Item # CES7400 

14 oz Polar Camel Pilsner  Item # CES940 

POLAR CAMEL

20 oz Polar Camel Leatherette Item # CES5200 
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20 oz Polar Camel Pilsner  Item # CES970 

12 oz Polar Camel Stemless Wine Item # CES852 16 oz Polar Camel Stemless Wine Item # CES800 

Polar Camel drinkware is made from 18/8 gauge stainless steel also 

known as type 304 food grade. Keeps beverage 2 X hot and cold com-

pared to normal tumblers. Narrow bottom fits most cup holders. 

Comes with a clear lid, wrapped with a foam sleeve in a white gift 

box. Available in 17 colors. 

Are you looking for a daily travel partner? This cup will do the job 

whether you are at home, at the beach, or in the office. This wine 

cup has a unique appearance that will catch audience attraction. Can 

be used for hot or cold beverages. Provides the perfect drinking ex-

perience.  

15 oz Stainless Steel Polar Camel Mugs feature double-wall, vacuum 

insulation with a clear, slider lid. They are 2X heat and cold resistant 

compared to other tumblers. Polar Camels are made from 18/8 

gauge stainless steel (18% chromium/8% nickel) - also known as 

Type 304 Food Grade. Comes with slide lid big enough for a straw. 

Stemless construction so there is no leak 

Elegant and ready to impress this wine tumbler can hold 16 ounces of 

your favorite beverage. Double-wall vacuum insulated construction 

holds heat and cold up to 2 X better than normal tumblers. Perfect 

for corporate, parties, camping, or sunny days on the water.  

15 oz Polar Camel Mug   Item # CES100CC 

POLAR CAMEL
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Polar Camel Beverage Holder Item # CES020BH 

40 oz Polar Camel Bottle  Item # CES3000 

The powdered coated finish delivers rugged durability in a wide se-

lection of colors. You can have your favorite beverage any where by 

utilizing this unique clamping system. Can safely supports bottles for 

transportation. Keeps your tables and surfaces from damage. 

Available in 16 vibrant colors this bottle is sure to impress every-

one. Makes a great incentive or personalized gift. Ready for any 

adventure with a double-all insulated vacuum stainless steel. Pow-

der coated for a tough durable finish and has a soft rubber finger 

hold for easy transportation. 

The superior hot & cold retention of the double wall insulated Polar 

Camel high endurance drinkware is now available in a water bottle! 

The screw on lid features an easy flip top, soft rubber finger hold, 

raised ridges for easy opening and closing, and a rigid & removable 

straw for easy cleaning. grade  

Double-walled vacuum insulated growler with swing top lid. Keeps 

your drinks cold and fresh without sweating for hours on end. The 

cap is tethered and won’t get lost or misplaced. Designed to keep 

your malty goodness or well hopped heaven tasting just the way 

the brewer intended. 

32 oz Polar Camel Bottle  Item # CES200 

64 oz Polar Camel Growler  Item # CES642 

POLAR CAMEL
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20 oz RTIC Tumbler  Item # RTIC20 

16 oz RTIC Coffee Cup  Item # RTIC16CC 20 oz RTIC Water Bottle  Item # RTIC20B 

Genuine 20 oz RTIC Tumblers. Stainless steel, double wall vacuum 

insulated. Keeps drinks cold up to 60 hours, Keeps drinks hot up to 

12 hours. Includes shaded splash proof lid. Flip flop closure resist 

spills and straw friendly. Easy to clean.  

Get a handle on your morning coffee using the RTIC 16 Oz. Coffee 

Mug. It features a slim design with an integrated handle that lets the 

mug fit nicely into most cup holders. The mug is made with kitchen 

grade stainless steel that is double-wall vacuum-insulated, which 

allows the mug to keep your drink hot up to 5 hours or cold up to 15 

hours. The screw on, flip-top closure resists 

Stainless steel double wall vacuum insulated keeps drinks colder 

longer and works great for hot beverages. Splash proof lid let you 

know exactly how much drink you have. The flip-top lid resists spills 

and is straw friendly. Easy to clean. Narrow base fits most cup hold-

er.  

20oz. RTIC Bottles are stainless steel, double wall vacuum insulated. 

Keeps your drinks ice cold longer - works great for hot beverages. 

100% leak proof cap with a three finger grip. Extra wide opening for 

easy filling, drinking and cleaning. Made with durable kitchen-grade 

steel.  

30 oz RTIC Tumbler  Item # RTIC30 
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Simple Modern 24oz Classic Tumbler 
Item # SM24CT 

Simple Modern 18oz  COFFEE MUG Item # SM18SCM 

Vacuum Insulated: Simple Modern Classic tumblers are double-

walled and vacuum insulated, which keeps your favorite beverage 

hot or cold for hours. 2 Lids Included: Straw Lid & Flip Lid - An inter-

nally threaded insulated straw lid and insulated flip lid are included 

with your purchase. 

Prolong the enjoyment of your delicious coffee and tea with the 

18oz Scout Mug! Ever pour yourself a hot beverage and accidental-

ly forget about it on the kitchen counter? It's the worst. But thanks 

to the stainless steel double-walled and vacuum-insulated Scout, 

your drink will stay piping hot for hours!   

Simple Modern Cruisers are double-walled and vacuum insulated, 

which keeps your favorite beverage hot or cold for hours Flip Lid 

with 2 Straws - a press in flip lid closes to create a splash proof seal 

and 2 reusable, plastic straws are included  

Whether you're on your porch watching the sunset or powering 

through the final hours of a long workday, you'll love sipping your 

favorite hot or cold drink from our 10oz Classic Lowball Tumbler. The 

design keeps things simple with a sleek exterior and comes with our 

insulated Flip Lid. 

Simple Modern 28 OZ Classic Tumbler 
Item # SM28CT 

Simple Modern 12 oz Coffee Mug Item # SM12SCM 
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Simple Modern 20 oz Ascent Bottle  Item # SM20SL 

Simple Modern 18 oz Summit Straw Lid 
Item # SM18SL 

Simple Modern 22 oz Summit Bottle Straw Lid 
Item # SM22SL 

Whether you're on-the-go or staying put, the Ascent has your hydra-

tion needs covered. With a slim shape and easy-to-carry handle on 

top, your favorite drink can go everywhere you go. Made from stain-

less steel with double walls and vacuum-sealed insulation, your bev-

erage will stay at its optimum temperature for hours.  

Whether you're on-the-go or staying put, the Summit has your hy-

dration needs covered. With a slim shape and easy-to-carry handle 

on top, your favorite drink can go everywhere you go. Made from 

stainless steel with double walls and vacuum-sealed insulation, your 

beverage will stay at its optimum temperature for hours. 

Setting a new personal record, conquering a long hike, crushing an 

extra mile and smashing a hot yoga session does wonders for your 

psyche. But it also takes a toll on your body! The first step toward 

maintenance and recovery is proper hydration. That's where the 

Ascent Water Bottle with Straw Lid comes into action! 

Whether you're on-the-go or staying put, the Summit has your hydra-

tion needs covered. With a slim shape and easy-to-carry handle on 

top, your favorite drink can go everywhere you go. Made from stain-

less steel with double walls and vacuum-sealed insulation, your bev-

erage will stay at its optimum temperature for hours. 

Simple Modern 24 oz Ascent Bottle  Item # SM24SL 
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SWIG 20 oz Bottle   Item # SWIG20B 

SWIG 32 oz Tumbler  Item # SWIG32T 

These 20oz Water Bottles feature the same great technology that 

Swig Life is known for, but with bigger and better features. Each 

Signature Swig Life Bottle keeps drinks cold up to 24 hours and 

hot up to 12 with its double-wall, vacuum-sealed copper coated 

insulation. The non-slip silicone base keeps your cups from tip-

ping or making too much noise when you set them down.   

Take a Swig of our NEW Signature Swig Life™ line. Featuring new 

silhouettes, sizes and colors, the Signature Swig Life™ collection will 

elevate your drinkware with elegance and style. Vacuum Insulated. 

Cold up to 24 hours and hot up to 12 hours. Shatterproof lid. Non-

slip silicone base.  

Take a Swig of our NEW Signature Swig Life™ line. Featuring new 

silhouettes, sizes and colors, the Signature Swig Life™ collection will 

elevate your drinkware with elegance and style. 22oz capacity. Cold 

up to 24 hours and hot up to 12 hours. Thicker, professional grade 

18/8 gauge steel. BPA Free. Spill proof and shatterproof Tritan lid. 

Dishwasher safe.  

These 18oz Mugs feature the same great technology that Swig Life™ 

is known for. Keeps drinks cold up to 9 hours and hot up to 3 with 

its double-wall, vacuum-sealed copper coated insulation. The non-

slip silicone base keeps your cups from tipping or making too much 

noise when you set them down.   

SWIG 22 OZ Tumbler    Item # SWIG22TM 

SWIG 18 oz Mug  Item # SWIG18M 
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SWIG 12 oz WINE TUMBLER    Item # SWIG12W 

SWIG CAN & BOTTLE COOLER Item # SWIGCAN SWIG Slim Skinny Can Cooler    Item # SWIGSLIM 

Take a Swig with these 12oz Stemless Wine Cups! Swig™ Stemless 

Wine Cups are by far our most popular seller so you can't go wrong 

offering these beauties! Swig Vacuum Insulated technology will keep 

white wine the perfect kind of cold while sitting out at the pool on a 

hot summer day, or coffee hot for up to 3 hours.  

Thanks to our triple insulation technology, this combination cooler 

keeps your can or glass bottle beverages cold for up to 12 hours (but 

it won't take you that long to finish one!). Simply twist off the top 

ring to insert your can/bottle, then twist the ring back on to secure 

and you're ready to enjoy!   

Enjoy MORE wine with LESS refills in our 14oz stemless wine cup! And 

then run it through your dishwasher and fill it up again. Yep, it's DISH-

WASHER SAFE and also comes with a spill-proof lid, a slip-resistant 

silicone base, and even a matching straw. These NEW 14oz Stemless 

Wine Cups feature the same great technology that Swig Life is known 

for, but with bigger and better features. 

Thanks to our triple insulation technology, this HOTTEST NEW TREND 

keeps your slim can beverages cold for up to 12 hours (but it wont 

take you that long to finish one!). Simply push the can down into the 

cooler, pop the top and enjoy. Then twist off the top ring to remove 

your empty can and repeat when you're ready for your next drink.   

SWIG 14 oz WINE TUMBLER  Item # SWIG14WM 
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SWIG 40 oz Mega Mug  Item # SWIG40M 

SWIG 22 oz Mug    Item # SWIG22M SWIG 26 oz Bottle  Item # SWIG26B 

Mega sips, less refills ?? Hydrating has never been easier with our 

40oz Mega Mug! The cup holder friendly frame, comfort-grip handle 

and flexi-tip straw come together to create their new favorite Swig!   

For those who love our classic mug but need a little bit more in their 

cup, our 22oz Travel Mug is a must-have. With more ounces to sip 

and a cup holder friendly profile, she's got what it takes to get 

through the morning commute. 

Take a Swig of our NEW Signature Swig Life™ line. Featuring new sil-

houettes, sizes and colors, the Signature Swig Life™ collection will 

elevate your drinkware with elegance and style. 20oz capacity. Cold 

up to 24 hours and hot up to 12 hours.  

The perfect traveling companion! Combinations of vibrant 
colors come together to create a style fit for anyone's every-
day cup. Flip, sip and hydrate! Drink on the go with the help 
of the easy carry handle and inner straw. 

SWIG 20 oz Golf Partee   Item # SWIG20TM 
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Takeya 32 oz Pickle Ball    Item # TAK-PB-32 

Ideal for stashing in your gym bag, backpack or purse our Insulated 

18oz size also fits in any car cup holder. Featuring our leak-proof 

Insulated Spout Lid™ for easy, controlled. The perfect size to pop 

in your purse, stash in your pack, toss in your gym bag, or snug in 

your car cup holder  

Takeya 24 oz Original    Item # TAK-A-18 

The 24oz Takeya Originals bottle holds enough to keep you hydrat-

ed during any activity, and also fits in most cupholders. Featuring 

the leak-proof Original Spout Lid™ for easy, controlled, one-

handed drinking.  

Ideal for stashing in your gym bag, backpack or purse our Insulated 

18oz size also fits in any car cup holder. Featuring our leak-proof 

Insulated Spout Lid™ for easy, controlled. The perfect size to pop 

in your purse, stash in your pack, toss in your gym bag, or snug in 

your car cup holder  

Takeya 32 oz Pickle Ball    Item # TAK-A-18 

Takeya 22 oz Sport    Item # TAK-S-22 

Ideal for stashing in your gym bag, backpack or purse our Insulated 

18oz size also fits in any car cup holder. Featuring our leak-proof 

Insulated Spout Lid™ for easy, controlled. The perfect size to pop 

in your purse, stash in your pack, toss in your gym bag, or snug in 

your car cup holder  
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Takeya 22 oz Sport   Item # TAK-S-22 

The 24oz Takeya Originals bottle holds enough to keep you hydrat-

ed during any activity, and also fits in most cupholders. Featuring 

the leak-proof Original Spout Lid™ for easy, controlled, one-

handed drinking.  

Takeya 32 oz Active Item # TAK-A-32 

The 24oz Takeya Originals bottle holds enough to keep you hydrat-

ed during any activity, and also fits in most cupholders. Featuring 

the leak-proof Original Spout Lid™ for easy, controlled, one-

handed drinking.  

Takeya 24 oz Tumbler Item # TAK-TUM-24 

STAY HYDRATED WHILE ON THE GO! The Takeya 24oz Insulated 

Stainless Steel Tumbler keeps your favorite drink ice cold for up to 

24 hours. Made from 18/8 food grade stainless steel to keep up 

with any adventure you may have! 

Takeya 32 oz Tumbler Item # TAK-TUM-32 

Take a big sip with the new Takeya 32oz Straw Tumbler. The 

straight straw is a fan favorite so we included two: one standard 

size and one jumbo!  
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Wyld Gear Stainless Steel Cup 
Available in 16oz/24oz/32oz sizes 

Item # WGCUP16 / WGCUP24 / WGCUP32 

Wyld Gear 30 oz Tumbler   Item # WGTUM30 

The WYLD Cup™ is designed to look just like the iconic plastic cups 

that have fueled parties for a generation, but we've given it a reusa-

ble, eco-friendly, high-performance upgrade. The Official Party 

Cup™ is made with insulated stainless steel that will keep your drink 

ice-cold (or hot) for hours.   

Step up your drink game with the perfect mix of rugged durability 

and comfortable pro-grade features. The Wyld tumblers pack a 

heavy-duty temperature control into an ergonomic shape that easi-

ly fits every cupholder. All tumblers contain a built-in bottle opener 

located within base.   

Step up your drink game with the perfect mix of rugged durability and 

comfortable pro-grade features. The Wyld tumblers pack a heavy-

duty temperature control into an ergonomic shape that easily fits 

every cupholder. All tumblers contain a built-in bottle opener located 

within base.  

The 12oz Wyld whiskey & wine tumbler comes equipped with 2 easy 

to use lids. The smooth flow lid will have you sipping like a pro! In-

cluded is straw lid complete with a no leak seal. Your whiskey or 

wine will keep its desired temperature in this double-walled insulat-

ed stainless steel tumbler!  

Wyld Gear 20 oz Tumbler  Item # WGTUM20 

12oz Whiskey & Wine Tumbler Item # WGWINE12 
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Wyld Gear 12 oz Multi Can   Item # WGCAN12 

Wyld Gear Bottle - Available in 18oz/24oz  
Item # WGBOT18 / WGBOT24 

Wyld Gear Bottle - Available in 34oz/64oz 
 Item # WGBOT34 / WGBOT64 

The All New Wyld Multi-Can™ is great for outdoor adventure, BBQs, 

tailgating, and so much more. Simply pick your beverage and the per-

fect lid to match. The Multi-Can holds over 7 different sizes of bottles 

and cans securely in place with our pro-grade rubber gasket lid. This 

insulated Multi-Can is crafted with premium stainless steel. 

Great for workouts, travel or daily household use This food-grade, 

rust resistant, BPA-free stainless steel water bottle is designed to 

prevent sweating and condensation. Equipped With An Ergonomic 

Built-In Carry Handle For Ultra Easy Transport. Magnetic Cap Reten-

tion System . 

Built-In Rear Bottle Opener Ice Cold Guaranteed No Sweat Exterior 

Double Wall Vacuum Insulated Copper Coated Core Pro-Grade 

Stainless Steel No Slip Grip Rubber Base Cup Holder Friendly Resists 

Dents And Drops. . 

Great for workouts, travel or daily household use This food-grade, 

rust resistant, BPA-free stainless steel water bottle is designed to 

prevent sweating and condensation. Equipped With An Ergonomic 

Built-In Carry Handle For Ultra Easy Transport. Magnetic Cap Reten-

tion System  

Wyld Gear Slim Can    Item # WGSLIM 
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Yeti 20 oz Tumbler      Item # YETI20R 
Available in multiple colors 

Yeti 14 oz Mug    Item # YETI14M 

Yeti 20 oz Rambler with MagSlider lid. Dishwasher safe. Fits most 

cup holders. Perfect for coffee to go, where ever you go. Leak proof 

lid. Double-wall insulated 18/8 stainless steel construction produces 

a no sweat exterior. Whether you’re on the go or in the office a Yeti 

Rambler makes your day better. 

Yeti 30 oz Tumbler Item # YETI30R 
Available in multiple colors 
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Yeti 36 oz Bottle      Item # YETI36B 

®

The day starts better with the Yeti 30 oz Rambler. Keeps your favor-

ite brew hot or cold. Food grade stainless steel with double-wall 

vacuum insulation that will protect your drink at all costs. No sweat 

design makes sure your hands stay dry and fits in standard cup hold-

ers. 

A branded tumbler is a great way to advertise your logo, emblem, 

graphics, or text while keeping your favorite beverage piping hot or 

cold. Made from stainless steel with a double wall vacuum insulated 

construction for years of quality service. Custom laser engraving can 

add prestige and value to your cup, bottle, or mug.  

Start your day right with the toughest mugs. Double wall vacuum 

insulated protects hands from hot and cold while keeping coffee, 

tea, chili, oatmeal, soup hot. Well insulated. Includes magslider lid. 
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Trademarks, emblems, copyrights, patent, or similar rights of protection  

All images and text appearing in this catalog unless noted otherwise, are the exclusive property of its owners and principles . The images may not be reproduced, copied, trans-

mitted, or manipulated without express written permission. These copyright laws impose substantial penalties for infringement, and violators will be prosecuted to the full ex-

tent of the law. 

Trademarks and logos shown by Custom Engraving Studio LLC are merely depicted to represent the products and/or ability to dec orate them, but were never meant to imply 

the decorations were created by this company or that the products with any specific decorations are available to any purchaser without the consent of the owners of the trade-

marked or copyrighted art or copy. Trademarks and logos show do not imply endorsement of our products by their owners.  

California Proposition 56 

Retail brands that Custom Engraving Studio LLC sell have made their own risk assessment regarding labeling. All products that require labeling are marked on the individual 

product page. 

Warning: Cancer and Reproductive Harme—www.P65Warnings.ca.gov 

Please visit our website www.customengravingstudio.com for a complete list of our products and policies. 

 Catalog and Website Photography  

Due to photography lighting, various printing methods, computer monitor variations the color of the items may appear different than the actual item. We encourage you to 

request a sample to see exact colors. 

Over/Under-run Policy 

We ship exact quantities. 

Manufacturer Warranties 

The services provided by Custom Engraving Studio, LLC may impact certain warranties provided by the manufacturers and/or retailers of the subject product(s). Customer shall 
refer directly to the warranty provided by any such manufacturer or retailer. Custom Engraving Studio, LLC shall in no way be  liable if a manufacturing, retailer, or other warran-
ty is limited or voided as a result of the services provided by Custom Engraving Studio, LLC.  

Order Confirmation 

Order confirmations are sent via email. It will be sent once the complete order has been received with the artwork and any instructions. The ship date will be established once 

the order is completely verified and the proof is approved.  We reserve the right to correct any obvious clerical errors. 

Proofs 

A virtual proof will be emailed within 24 hours of receiving the order. The proof approval form must be approved and returned  to Custom Engraving Studio LLC before the order 

will proceed to production. Note: A virtual proof is intended as an approximate representation of the final product. Colors may vary. Placement and size of the imprint is approx-

imate and is intended to help visualize your order. If you need a precise representation of your order, please order a product sample. On orders of 500 pieces or more a product 

sample is required. 

Setup 

Setup fee: $50.00(G) Repeat setup fee: $25.00(G). No setup fee on orders over $250.00 

For a list of our policies: www.customengravingstudio.com/company-policies.htm 
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